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Abstract
2 Related Work
This research developed an application system for
Client-end computer by taking advantage of equipments of contactless IC card and reader based on
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), to conduct
campus gate control by the identification process
constructed by the Server-end database and campus
Local Area Network (LAN). The information transmission between Client and Server end computers
adopted one-way Hash function for generating message digest, and the advanced encryption standard
(AES) algorithm is also adopted to strengthen the
protection of privacy information and the overall
system security.

2.1 Transition of access control system
According to the Market Assessment Reports done
by Key Note Company Ltd. in 2001 [1], it categorizes
access control system into seven types as follows: (1)
Entry-phones and Video Entry-phones; (2) Keyp ad
systems; (3) Card systems; (4) Proximity / Vicinity
contactless systems; (5) Long-Rang / Hands-Free
systems; (6) Vehicle Access systems; (7) Biometric
systems. We consider the availability and applicability
of these types of access control system for our research
[1, 2, 15, 17], because the four types of access control
system (1, 2, 5, 7) do not meet our demand of
identification ways, and the types 5 and 7 are too
expensive, therefore we adopt the lasting three types of
control system (3, 4, 6) in our research.
The type (6), vehicle access control system requires
the support of obstructive equipments like road block,
rising barrier or gate showed in figure 1. There are three
operations of system for drivers to pass the inspection
by pressing keys on keyboard, inserting card to reader,
or using a sensory card. In addition to the driver
inspection system, we should also be alarm to the
difference b etween the rush hour for campus access and
the other session in a day. Due to reasons above, we
assign specifi c flows for vehicl e moving and select the
card system in figure 2 for drivers.

1 Introduction
The duty of access control and traffic safety during
the time of entering and leaving school are generally the
responsibility of traffic service team composed of
military training instructors and students or the security
service p ersonnel. The feature of work of the traffi c
service team is slightly different from security service
personnel, the security service personnel have to continuously implement the access managem ent rather than
merely regulating the traffi c jam during the time of
entering and leaving school. According to previous
news reports, many dangerous events happ ened in
campus resulted from the neglect of identity inspection
for outsiders. However, it is hard for the security members to perfectly deal with the identity inspection and
car regulation at the same time. This research introduces
a campus gate control technology, to effectively conduct
identity inspection and car regulation, and thus loosens
the loadings of human task, and provides the RFID
cardholder with protection of privacy information to
enhance the security of system.
The rest of the research is as follows. The next
section covers relat ed work in addressing the progress
of many access control systems and card systems, and
the insights for deployment availability. Section 3 details the system design and implementation in the
planning of our gate control system, and the section 4
discusses the perform ance of our system and concludes
the recommendations for the future researches. In the
Final section, this research lists the references of our
research.
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(a) Road block
(b) Rising barrier
Figure 1 Obstructive equipments of vehicle access
control system
Reader

Mechanical Gate

(a) Original facility
(b) Intended deployment
Figure 2 Access control system with Gate Regulation
and Deployment of Moving Flows for Vehicles
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Comprehensively, we revi ew the development o f
card system [1], from barium ferrite, magnetic stripe,
Wiegand card, barcode card, Smart IC card, Dual
function card to Infra-red light card, and Radio
Frequency Identi fication (RFID). Taking factors such
like cost, environment, convenience, durability and
security into consideration; we chose card system
according to our demand and try to simplify personnel
and vehicle inspection.

(a) Barcode card

(b) Magnetic stripe card

Figure 3 Pattern of barcode and magnetic stripe card

2.2 Transition of Contactless card system

by ISO or IEEE, though it continuously produce since
then. The card size complies with regulation of IEO/IEC
7810 ID-1 as well. Wiegand card system is basically
magnetic fi eld effect, which creates an electromagnetic
fi eld through the reader, and transmits the coding after
by the card. The format of coding is called Wiegand
format, from the original 26-bit to 34/36/44-bit, which
trans formed the data transmitted through the Wiegand
interface developed by each firm. The 26-bit Wiegand
format is introduced by Dr. John Wiegand [19], and the
output format mainly consists of 8 facility code bits and
16 identification code bits, which endows one bit in the
front and rear. In the front is the leading even parity bit
accommodat ed with the 8 facility code bits while in the
rear is the trailing odd parity bit accommodated with the
16 identification code bits as shown in figure 4 (a). Each
firm develop own format and extend accordingly. The
design of Wiegand interface consists of three conducting wires: Data0, Data1 and GND. The data output
of “ 0” and “ 1” conducted separately by Data0 and
Data1. The negative pulse appears in Data0 when “ 0” is
outputted while the negative pulse appears in Data1
when “ 1” is outputted, the width of negative pulse (tPW )
is about 100 micro seconds (µs ), a cycl e (tPI) is about
1000 micro seconds (µs)). The signal above also called
“Wiegand Signal” as shown in figure 4(b).

1) Early stage: The access control system evolved
from one-dimension barcode, magnetic stripe, to
Wiegand card. In recent years, the emergence of RFID
accelerates the application of proximity and vicinity
systems. The features of each kind of card system are as
follows:
a) Barcode: Barcode is a low-priced and wildly
applied identification technology, which was firstly
attached on the product for reading purpose by the chain
store KROGER in 1967. The coding approaches are
numerous and complicated such like regulations of JAN,
EAN, UPC and GTIN. The mostly used are onedimension barcode as in figure 3(a) [20]. The barcode
consists of “ Bar” and “Space” separately representing
“1” and “0” to form the corresponding meaning.
Complying the regulation of IEO/IEC 7810 ID-1 [10],
the barcode size is ( (w)85.60mm × (h)53.98mm × (t)
0.76mm ± tolerable error). For purpose of reducing cost,
the barcode uses label paper and plastic theca that result
in smudginess and flaws, and its security is low out of
the easy duplication [21].
b) Magnetic stripe: Magnetic stripe is a data
storable magnetic material which adopted in access
control and financi al system in the 60s [13]. Magnetic
stripe card complies with the standards such like
ISO/IEC 7810, 7811 and 7812. Actually, a magnetic
stripe consists of three 0.28cm (0.11inch) wild tracks as
in figure 3(b). The interval between each white dotted
line upside down may separately store 79, 40 and 107
bytes. Practically, the first magnetic stripe is usually
used for special purpose rather than storing data, the
second magnetic stripe is generally used in access
control system and the third stripe is adopted in
financial system. The diamagnetism of the stripe is
weak, and di ffers from each track. Though the second
track has lower data storage than the third track, it has a
higher diamagnetism which offers completeness for dat a
storage in access control. However, the magnetic stripe
should avoid being close to other magnetic materials
such like a magnet; otherwise the data might be
destroyed.
c) Wiegand card system: Wiegand card system is
well known since 70s in the access control system
industry [3]. However it lacks of a standard recognized

□

0 12 345 67 89 012 34 56 789 01 234 5
LFF FFF FF F I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I T
L: Leading even parity bit,
I : Identification code bits,

F: Facility code bits,
T: Trailing odd parity bit
□

(a) 26 bits Wiegand format
DataX

← t PW → ← t PI → ← t PW → ← t PI →

X:0~1, tPW : 100µs (pluse width), t PI :1000µs (pluse interval)

(b) Wave sharp of Wiegand signal
Figure 4 Format and signal of Wiegand card system
2) RFID contactless system: The proximity and
vicinity contactless system set a whole new milestone
for the development of access control system, and the
technology with great achievem ents must be RFID. The
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ISO 14443: ISO 14443 standard established during
1995 to 2000, the frequency of work is 13.56 MHz
corresponding to the proximity card in the industrial
standard with a sensing distance less than 10cm, which
usually uses in inventory checking-out and ticket window.
Due to the difference of modulation, coding and anticollision, it may further categorizes as ISO 14443A and ISO
14443B [7]. ISO 14443A standard is mainly developed by
Philips, Siemens and Hitachi [21]. In the approach of coding
and modulation, the modified Miller coding is adopted when
the reader transmitting signal to the card, the modulation is
100% Amplitude-shift keying (ASK) signal. On the contrary,
Manchester coding is adopted when the card transmitting
signal to the reader, modulated with subcarrier of On-off
Keying (OOK) signal with the frequency (fH = 847kHz). The
communicating rates are both 106kbit/s, and the dynamic
binary search tree algorithm is adopted as anti-collision
mechanism. As for the ISO 14443B standard, Motorola and
NEC are the major developing firms [21]. Both ways of
signal transmission adopts the non-return-to-zero-level
(NRZ-Level) coding. The modulation of reader transmitting
signal to the card is 10% ASK signal while the contrary way
adopts the subcarrier modulation with the frequency of
847kHz, and Binary 180° Phrase Shift Keying is adopted
(BPSK). Similarly, both communication rate are 106kbit/s,
and the dynamic slotted ALOHA algorithm is adopted as
anti-collision mechanism [5].
ISO 15693: ISO 15693 is established during 1995
to 2000 as well. The frequency of work is 13.56MHz
corresponding to the vicinity card in the industrial standard.
Though the sensing distance may possibly achieve 1m [11],
the high-speed communication rate only achieves 26kbit/s,
restricted the application to common access control system.
3) RFID and security: RFID transmits messages
using radio frequency technology, to prevent the
inform ation from acquiring by the third party with
animus.
a) Build in authentic mechanism: Since the RFID
takes advantage of radio frequency technology to
transmit messages, the RFID tags and readers should
pass the authorization and registration by both parties.
This mechanism is based on the international standard
of Three Pass Authentication in ISO 9798-2 [8][18].
b) Enhancing mechanism: When the user enters
the coverage of the reader, in order to avoid personal
inform ation being thieved by the third party with
animus, the one-way Hash Function may be adopted as
a facility for rapid veri fication and security protection.
The one-way Hash Function is also called message
fingerprint or message digest algorithm, it may transform the input message in any length into a fixed-length
inform ation value (message digest). Take H as the oneway hash function, the function y = H(x) is impossible
to find x from the out put of hash function, which
clari fies the meaning of “ One-Way.” The message
fingerprint algorithm has collision resistance to achieve

combination of RFID and automatic door opener system
[4] may practically solve the inconveniency of the
physical handicapp ed (with wheel chair or stick) or the
people with no ability to open the door by key (children
or the elderly). Despite the improvement on
convenience, the door lock may also be controlled by
RFID technology in far distance.
RFID is formed by the combination of Int egrat ed
circuit (IC) and electronic memory system, which
correspondingly increase the storage cap acity on the
card. RFID is a technology with protection facilities of
destroyer detection and access encryption module to
reduce the risk of inform ation disclosure, however, it is
still a wireless communication facility with possibility
of b eing traced. Therefore, the privacy violation is a
problem to be solved timely.
a) System description: A simple RFID system
includes two basic subsystems [12], RF subsystem and the
application system called “Middleware” as shown in figure
5. Take the access control system, for example, the RF
subsystem denotes the RFID reader and RFID card, while
the application system denotes the software developed in
this research. In the RF subsystem, RFID reader (is also
called Transceiver = Transmitter + receiver) and RFID Tag
(is also called Transponder = Transmitter + responder). The
RFID card is a specific application of RFID Tag as well. The
tags may be categorized by its power source into passive,
active, semi-active and semi-passive. Since the passive tags
require no power source and the manufacturing cost is lower,
it applies in more ways. The power sources of tags depend
on the sensing approach of the reader, when a reader sent out
signal to inquire the RFID tag, the wave transforms to
electronic power that activates the card through RFID tag
(electromagnetic transformation), and responds to the reader.
Antenna
Control
RF
module module

RF I C chip

Energ y, Timing

Inquiry
Antenna

Respo nse

RFID application

RFID reader

RFID card

Figure 5 Architecture of RFID system
b) International standard: Passive RFID contactless card categorizes three major international standards
through sensing distance and characteristics [14], which is
conscientious and careful than Wiegand card system. The
separate illustrations are shown as follows:
ISO 10536: ISO 10536 standard established during
1992 to 1995 [6][9]. It corresponded to the industrial
standard of close-coupled card with a sensing distance
smaller than 2mm. Although it has the advantage of
avoiding the insertion like the contact IC card, the
communication distance is so close that it is impractical, and
almost exits the market.
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If M1≠ M2, then H (M1) ≠ H (M2)

system, the data and entry illustrations are shown in table 2
and 3.

That is, in practice, two distinct messages M1 and
M2 are expected to be found, to calculate the same
message hash value. To achieve the terms above, the
length of abstract should not be too short, to prevent
from the “ birthday attack”. The most commonly used
hash function was Federal Information Processing
Standards Publication 180-2 [16]. The SHA-1 algorithm
is published in 1995 and the SHA-256, SHA-384 and
SHA-512 published in 2002 are generally called SHA-2
algorithm. This research design is to elevate the security
mechanism of SHA-256.

Table 1 planning storage of RFID card

3 S ystem Design and Implementation
3.1 System design
1) Development tools: This research adopts ClientServer system structure to develop campus gate control
system. The Borland C++ Builder 6.0 is adopted as the
major tool for software development. This research adopts
the CP-M550 reader produced by Mega-system Company,
Client end transmits the information of card to Server end
through the reader to process. As the connection between
computers of Client end, they conduct information
transmission and reception through RS-232C, and takes
advantage of the API function call in Win32 as the
developing element of application system. In the Serverend, this research constructs the database based on
Microsoft SQL Server 2000, the cards are delivered to
users after using the reader to write the data in it. Two
computers in Client end are both installed Microsoft
Windows XP Professional Edition and Microsoft SQL
Server 2000. The access control computer in the Client end
is installed the “ Access control subsystem” while the card
management computer is installed the “Card management
subsystem.” The Server-end computer installed Microsoft
Windows Server 2003 and Microsoft SQL Server 2000.
2) Planning of card and database: RFID contactless
IC card uses Philips Mifare 1 S50 card, which inserts 1K
byte EEPROM memory, the memory categorizes as 16
independent sectors, each sector includes 4 blocks, and the
capacity of each block is 16 bytes, which is the basic unit
for Mifare card to read and write, and presents information
by 16 arithmetic system. In the card map, the personal
information and personal identification number (PIN) of
user storages at the specific sector and blocks as shown in
table 1. The inspection of legitimacy of cardholder is the
message digest transformed through SHA-256 hash
algorithm by Client computer from the card number,
personal identification number (PIN) and ID number, to
compare with the data in Server-end computer. Passing the
inspection means the cardholder is a legal user, otherwise
the system would send out alarming signal to ask the
security personnel to conduct human identification. In
addition the design of database adopts relational database

Field name
Card number (manufacture formulate)

Sector
0

Block
1

Personal identification number (PIN)
Name
Identification
Sexuality
Office
Affair

0
1
1
1
2
2

2
0
1
2
0
1

Office phone number
Entry time

2
3

2
0

Egression time
Count of entry and egression

3
3

1
2

Table 2 Field of UserDat aForCardManage record
No.

Field name

Type Length

Meanings

01

User_Number

char

10

user number

02

User_Name

char

10

user name

03

User_ID

char

10

user ID

04

User_CardNumber

char

10

user card number

05

User_MD

char

100

message digest

06

User_Photograph

char

50

user photograph

07

User_Office

char

20

user office

08

User_ Affair

char

16

user affair name

09

User_OfficePNumber

char

10

office phone number

10

User_MobilePNumber

char

10

mobile phone number

11

User_HomePNumber

char

16

home phone number

12

GiveCard_Date

datetime

8

give card date

13

ReturnCard_Date

datetime

8

return card date

14

IsCardLost

bit

1

Is lost card or not?

15

LastLostCard_Date

datetime

8

date of final lost card

16

IsCardSupply

bit

1

Is supply card or not?

17

Card_SupplyCount

int

4

count of supply card

18

Memo

char

100

Table 3 Field of EnterAndEgressRecord record
No.

Field name

Type Length

Meanings

01

User_Number

char

10

user number

02

User_CardNumber

char

10

user card number

03

FirstEnter_Date

datetime

8

date of first enter school

04

FirstEnter_Time

datetime

4

05

LastEnter_Time

datetime

4

06

Today_EnterCount

smallint

2

07

FirstEgress_Date

datetime

8

time of first enter school
time of last enter school
count of enter school
today
date of first egress

08

First_Egress_Time

datetime

4

time of first egress

09

LastEgress_Time

datetime

4

10

Today_EgressCount

smallint

2

school
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school
time of last egress school
count of egress school
today

11

IsInSchoolNow

bit

1

12

New_ID

int

18

13

Memo

char

50

based on symmetric AES, to control the gate, or deliver
the signal of human identification. The access control
subsystem includes the card identification processed by
reader and the records of entry. The main screen is show in
figure 7(a).
2) Card management subsystem: All the users
holding the card authorized by the card management
subsystem are the legal user of the system. This system
possesses the functions of card issuance, personnel
checking, data revision, card loss dealing and card
usage termination to correspondingly cope with (1) Card
issuance after inputting the data of user in the card; (2)
renew the basic information of user; (3) The recycle of
card owned by departee and the card termination process;
(4) The application for re-issuance for card loss. The main
screen is show in figure 7(b).

is in school now?

when IsInSchoolNow =
1 add a new record to
EnterAndEgressHistory
table, access Row_ID (
Identity ) to store filed
for data search

3) System architecture design: When the faculty
and employees enter the campus gate and access with
their cards, the Client-end computer produces the
message digest through the campus gate control
subsystem from reading the information in the card by
the reader and transmits the information through
campus LAN to the Server-end computer to cross match
with the information in the database. The deliver and
receptor in the Internet conduct information trans formation through symmetric advanced encryption
standard (AES) to achieve the requirement of information
security. The overall system structure of campus gate
control system is shown in figure 6.

(a) Form of campus gate control system

(a) Client/Server architecture

(b) Form of card management subsystem
Figure 7 Main form of campus gate control system
3) Security mechanism：
： We produce message digest
from SHA-256 function of gate control subsystem, and
set IIS 6 of Microsoft Windows Server 2003 and startup SSL for data transmit protection by authorization
after system contrasted correct user identifi cation and
password with databas e. However, we must take
encryption mechanism into consideration during
between gate control subsystem and datab ase of Serverend computer. Hence we develop encryption mechanism
by combining Client-Server end socket connection VCL
of BCB6 and query instructions of ODBC with AES
(256 bits) for enhancing system security in the research.
4) Performance evaluation：
： In the time efficacy of
system operation in the prototype system, the
processing time for reader to read the card information
is about 200 micro minutes (ms), the implementation of

(b) Functions of system structure
Figure 6 Campus gate control system architecture
3.2 System Implementation
1) Gate control subsystem: In the security mechanism of gate control subsystem, the Client-end
computer trans forms the information of “ card number +
personal identification number (PIN) + Id number” into
SHA-256 message digest, and cross matches the data
with the database in Server-end computer through LAN
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transforming the message through SHA-256 Hash function
is about 0.003ms (Approximate value calculated by OpenSSL independently). The implementation of inquiring 20
entries takes about 300ms. Generally, it takes 500 ms for
the system to deal with a cardholder. Since the system is
mainly designed to regulate the vehicles and conduct
access control, therefore, the individual entry should be
always available. However, the vehicle control should take
several delayed factors into consideration: the driver open
up the car window (delay for 2 to 5 seconds), card identification (500ms), enter the gate (delay for 2 to 3 seconds), it
is estimated to take 5 to 9 seconds.

[7]

[8]

[9]

4 Conclusion
[10]

In the past, the security service personnel took full
responsibility of access management, identity inspection
and mail disposal, it is overloaded on their task in the
first line of campus security. This research takes
advantage of RFID contactless IC card accommodat ed
with practical system of information security mechanism and LAN environment, to meet the requirem ent of
campus security without adding or renewing the original
facilities or software of school, and perfectly low down
the cost of system integration. In the future research,
this research may trans formed to Active Form which
support the Web-based structure, through the combination of security encryption software (such like,
OpenSSL) and the Browser, to actualize a b etter system
security in the future. In addition, the system may
integrate with instant messaging, deliver messages
through the telecommunication practitioners from the
Server-end computer, and enlarge the service scope to
cover the notifi cation of personnel entry.

[11]

[12]

[13]
[14]

[15]

[16]
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